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INTRODUCTION

It is one thing to be able to gather information during an initial assessment witt
client,but it is quite another to know what to do with this information once you
it. How do you make sense ofit all? How do you combine what the client has told
with the theory you are learning about in the taught components of your
And how do you use this information to identifr a suitable intervention plan?

During your training, considerable time and effort will be devoted to
how to make sense of the psychological'puzzles'with which your clients present.

ability to arrive at coherent and useful explanations ofclients'presenting concernt
an essential part of effective practice and devising a formulation is central to this
cess. It is, therefore, a skill on which you can expect to be assessed, both in
and in your written work.

Formulation is a complex skill and, arguably, relatively poorly understood - at

in comparison with other aspects of therapeutic work. Formulation can also

different things in different situations depending on the therapeutic approach you
using and the context in which therapy takes piace (see Corrie and Lane, 2010,
a review of how different forms of applied psychology approach this task). For
reasons, among others, the concept of formulation can feel somewhat daunting in
early stages ofyour career.

The aim of this chapter is to introduce you to the role of formulation in
selling and psychotherapy. We will explore how constructing formulations
enhance your decision-making with clients and ofler some general principler
how to develop formulations in your own work. Specifically, we will consider
following areas:

o What is meant by the concept of 'formulation'
o How formulation can support your practice.
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Developing skills in formulation

How to construct useful formulations.
How to develop your formulation skills in your work with clients.

- -rustrate'formulation in action'we also provide two case examples which outline
, :--.i rnight be considered widely accepted, but nonetheless very different. ways of
,:::oaching this task.

WHAT IS MEANT BY THE CONCEPT OF 'FORMULATION'?

'- , trainee therapist ollering your services to clients, you are confronted u'ith a

:-:::ber oftasks. First,you ll1ust engage your clients through providing a safe, contain-
..a :nd non-judgenrental setting in which they can share and explore their dilemnras

;--: needs. Second, you must endeavour to reach an understanding of their problerns
- : \\'ay that they cannot arrive at by themselves. (Clients nray have their own 'lay
.:. :::rulations'but by conring to see you there is an inrplicit expectation that you can

-:-.-ide a new rype of understanding that will open up avenues of exploration and

-rse that they cannot achieve unaided.)Third, you need to be able to cornmunicate
'.. :ieur your understanding oftheir needs. (However elegant or carefully constructed

. :: psychological explanation, it will offer little in the way of practical value unless

: ':eaks'to the clientt experience.) Finally,you have to translate your understanding
-:-. a plan of action that has potentially positive implications for their lives.

The tasks outlined above are easy to describe but less easy to accornplish. Often the
',::re and complexity of clients'needs can feel daunting.Additionally, you rnay find

::.elf in a service where there are clear expectations about how to work (such as

:. :reed to use disorder-specific formulations in the context of delivering protocol-
::.:n interventions) as well as clearlimits to rvhat can be offered (e.g.a limit of six
s:rons per client). Or you nray find l,ourself in a service that privileges a particular
'r::lpeutic model that does not confornr to your own preference. If you are to avoid
i.'rq overwhelmed by the array of decision points with which you are confronted,
-: l'ili need a conceptual'rnap'of the psychological terrain that you arld .vour client

.'- ce navigating during your work together.This is where a formulation can help.

-\ tornrulation is your psychological understanding of the dittrculties and con-
.--s the client is experiencing.trrier and Calarn (2002) suggest that the task can be
,- ierstood as one that involves:

...the elicitation of appropriate information and the application and integration
of a body of theoretical psychological knowledge to a specific clinical problem in
order to understand the origins, development and maintenance of that problem.

l2OO2:3L1-72)

Fr Corrie and Lane (2010) it is:

...a framework for practice [that] can be usefully understood as a particular

type of story characterized by specific properties that are informed by the con-

text in which the story is created. (2OLO:2L)
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250 The trainee handbook

Alternatively, Hallam (20 1 5) suggests

The end product of the process of formulation is a provisional account tha:
links together all the relevant observational elements and identifies causa
links between them, some of which are likely to be amenable to change_
(2015: 67)

Although a formulation is built upon the clientt story it is also grounded in
vation and the theoretical, therapeutic and research literatures that will be
your understanding of human developrnent and functioning. A formulation i;
means through which the knowledge-base ofpsychology and psychotherapy is
lated into an understanding of a particular client's diliiculties and through which
weave together the client's personal history functioning and current
into a psychologically coherent narrative.A good formulation will therefore
thorough and sensitive integration of clinical material and psychological theory
demonstrate how your therapeutic choices (including your aims, style and choice
techniclue) were underpinned by a theoretically sound rationale.

Bieling and Kuyken (2003) describe how most formulations share a number
key elements, which are: a description of the presenting concern, relevant
mental experiences, causal factors (recent and historical), maintaining factors,
sryle and ideas about what would represent an appropriate intervention plan
also Corrie et a1.,2016). Building up this kind of picture will involve
information from multiple and varied sources, including, in addition to the
story your in-session observations, the results of any psychometric tests or self-
inventories, the reports of other professionals and interview material from
ily rnembers. It nray also include your clientt reactions to initial interpretations
see if you can establish the clienti suitability for a particular style of working
Malan's (1979) use of interpretations to test a client's suitabiliry for
psychotherapy and Safran et al.'s (1993) criteria for time-lirnited cognitive
therapy). Questions with which a formulation is cypically concerned are
likely to include the following:

o What are some of the factors that might have made this particular client vu
able to developing this type of problem? (Factors might include a strong
history of the same problem, early trauma or other significant devel
experiences, social or economic deprivations, genetic factors or previous
cal and mental health history.)
Why did the problem begin at this particular time, in this particular waf
might include 'trigger incidents', such as recent stressors or losses, ortransitiore
associated with the client's stage of life, including parenthood or retirement.)
How has the problem developed over time? (This includes fluctuations if the prob
lem has been present over a prolonged period, as well as factors that appearto
mediate the improvement or worsening of the presenting concerns.)
What is maintaining the problem now? (This may include prognostic indi>
tors, relationships, social circumstances and psychological processes such irs
rumination.)

o
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Developing skills in formulation

. How is the client coping with, or compensating for, their difficulties? (This may
include helpful strategies that can be built upon and unhelpful coping strategies
such as use of drugs and alcohol.)

. ln what ways might the client's current personal and social circumstances
(including family, cultural, religious and political systems) be impacting the
client's difficulties for good or ill?

. What areas of client resourcefulness, resilience and strength are important to
considef

. Based on the above, what sorts of intervention might be most useful in working
with this client at this time?

"- .::red previously, the key to forrlulating effectively is rrraintaining a balance
'.:-.i'ien the use of theory and your responsiveness to the client's unique story and
r- i:ilstances (Denrrran, 1995). Clearl1',you nlust make sure that you subject your

''- .:aing ideas to something nrore rigorous than your personal hunches. However,
: :qually important to avoid 'squeezing'the client into a theory or rnodel in
-. -. i \\'ay that you lose the essence of the person (ignoring or discounting infor-

::-:.-rn that does not fit the preferred rnodel is often a consequence of attenrpting
.:_'.reeze clients into our rnodels of choice).Thus, a useful rule of thumb is to

'- ::e that your formulation'rnakes sense'. If you were to put aside the technical
.;:-:-jrge unique to the therapeutic model yoll are using, your formulation should

-'."i)' a quality of psychological rnindedness through which early experiences,
'"r :r'-int psychological mechanisms, current functioning and coping sryle relate to
.- : other in logical and understandable ways. Formal theory should add to the
i -.. or offer additional perspectives you have not yet thought of, not distort the

. :.-: s experience to make it fit.
.:: r'ielv of the aforementioned, formulations typically take time and effort

. .'r:rstruct, but is the time and effort worth it? In recent years there has been
- r','e towards identifying rvhat works best for whom (see Roth and Fonagy's

I , -l serrtinal text), based on the assunrption that practice should be'evidence-
"- ,.:' (Sackett et al., 1.996).In England, norvhere has the move towards delivering
": :-:rcally-supported interventions been more evident and influential than in
ril: --t.rDteXt of the ImprovingAccess to PsychologicalTherapies (IAPT) initiative
l:r-irtn1€rt of Health,2008). Developed, funded and delivered to irnprove the
:. -':ological well-being of the nation, IAPT ainrs to provide rnore rapid and con-

-::-I :lccess to evidence-based therapies. In consequence, a new workforce has
':::- rraiDed to deliver routine and first-line stepped care interventions that can

-::rrt Primary Care Trusts in inrplementing National Institute for Health and

-:: Excellence (NICE) guidelines for people suffering from depression and anxi-
- :rsorders.The abiliry of this workforce to deliver on identified targets requires

--:etence in the implementation of enrpirically-supported interventions. So
' j:r:. we consider how you rnight approach the task of formulating ir is inrpor-
--: to understand how formulation can benefit your practice over and above

-: --.'.ring an evidence-based treatnlent protocol. The benefits of formulation
-i: -'onsidered next-
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252 The trainee handbook

HOW FORMUIATION CAN SUPPORT
YOUR PRACTICE

Many professions emphasize the necessity of therapeutic work being
by a formulation (see, for example, British Psychological Sociery 2004,2017).
endorsement extends to individual schools of psychotherapy, many of which see

mulation as a vehicle through which presenting issues are defined and relevant
identified (Corrie et al.,2076;Ee11s, 1997).

Butler (1998), among others (useful guidance is also available from Beck. 1

Corrie and Lane, 2010; Corrie et a1., 2076; Lane and Corrie, 2006; Persons

Tompkins, 1997),has argued that underpinning therapy with a clear
enhances practice in a number of ways. In particular, she suggests that it
therapists to:

develop a robust conceptual overview of the main therapeutic issues, which
enhance overall understanding of the client's needs;
prioritize issues and problems, which helps therapist and client establish
most important (and realistic) goals in the time available;
identifo and plan a style of therapy that is likely to prove beneficial to the
select appropriate intervention strategies at different stages of the the
process;
determine the criteria for a 'successful' outcome;
predict the client's responses to therapy and anticipate potential challenges
obstacles;
think about lack of progress in a systematic way.

Constructing formulations, then, facilitates informed decision-making
helping both you and the client retain a sense of clariry and focus about where
work together is headed. Devoting time to devising formulations can also be a

way of managing your own anxiery particularly when clients present with
or multiple problems, or when unanticipated issues leave you uncertain as to
to proceed.

Although seen by many as an integral component of good practice, with
potential to advance understanding ofhow different therapeutic approaches
their beneficial effects (Luborsky and Crits-Christoph, 1998), it is important to
aware that the concept of formulation is a contentious one (see Lane and
2006; and Corrie and Lane, 2010, for overviews of this debate). In particular, it
been problematic for many practitioners operating within humanistic, existentid
phenomenological frameworks who see therapy as an unfolding process rather
one that is based on a pre-established set of assumptions and action plans.As
has argued,'...no formulation is possible until the end of therapy, and logicair-
would be the client and not the therapist who would need to be satisfied with
formulation' (1998: 19).This concern was echoed nlore recently byWorrell (2t ti

This debate is particularly pertinent to counsellors and psvchotherapists
have consistently challenged the disease rnodel of mental distress that labels

categorizes people according to the opinions of'expert'practitioners. u
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- , philosophy which emphasizes continuiry in functioning and which elevates
: -::rrnistic values to the core of professional practice, there is a conceut for some
-:.": a forrnulation is essentially the imposition of the therapisti worldview upon
:: : rlient. This debate takes on a new significance in the context of the increased

-=:icalization of hurnan distress (Larsson et al.,2012).
\loreover, lnany counselling approaches view therapy as a process of'being'rather

::.:-'doing'(Donati and Legg,2011).Rather than attempting to bring about change
::--: -:qh a specific intervention ('doing') plan, these approaches advocate that it is the
,::":rersonal qualities ernbodied in the therapisti use of self that enable the client

:i.ome liberated from conditions of worth or intrapsychic conflicts in order to
.. -.:ive psychoiogical growth.As Donati and Legg (2011) explain, these qualities pro-
::.:: change because the therapist can focus accurately on the needs and feelings of
-: : --lient, and because the therapist can communicate the ability to'contain'the feel-
r-:r oi the client without being darnaged by them. Although fonnulation might aid
.i-':-nical problem-solving in dornains where issues can be framed as'problems', the
lr- --iss will be different when the task is one of arriving at a coherent and rneaning-
--, :larrative, or is organized around the notion of the therapeutic relationship as the
::-ilary means of facilitating client growth. Indeed it is considered a mark of counsel-

-:-g psychology that the focus is not problem-soluingbut ltroblem-setring (Strawbridge
.-:JWoolfe,2004). How we work with the client to define the issue in context rather
::ln conceptualizing it as something to be fixed emphasizes the journey client and
--:ierapist take together.

It is, of course, important to be wary of polarizing 'being' and 'doing' . (Corrie and
.'ililton (2000) proposed that existential-phenomenological and cognitive-behavioural

=cproaches adopt certain ideas, concepts and stances relevant to being and doing that
.-ould potentially enrich the other.) Moreover, it is possible to construct a forrnulation
'..,-irhout the therapist imposing a worldview upon the client. For some (e.g. Lane,1,974,
.978, 1990), the term has always inciuded the ciient's construction of the world and is
. partnership process. Meyer (see Meyer and Liddell, 1975) also developed an approach
:.rsed on personalized formulations, shared and developed with the client, which
:as been highly influential for therapists seeking individually tailored approaches to
::rerapeutic practice (see Bruch, 2015;Bruch and Bond, 1998).

Although this debate may appear somewhat acadernic to your needs as a trainee, it
:: important to recogrize how it nright influence your experience of training. On some
,'ounselling, psychology and psychotherapy trainings, there is an expectation that train-
:es will work with different models, such as psychodynamic and cognitive-behavioural
ipproaches, while remaining comrnitted to a humanistic philosophy. Nonetheless, each

of these approaches has a very dift-erent view on forrnulation. How, then, would you
rpproach a cognitive-behavioural placement, where the airn of case formulation has

been described in scientific terms as one of 'conducting hypothesis-driven interven-
nons that are constantly monitored for effectiveness' (Bruch and Bond, 1998: xviii)
u,hile remaining true to humanistic values?Additionally, services are increasingly target-
driven in their thinking, use diagnostic criteria as a basis for delivering protocol-driven
interventions and are required to rnonitor progress through clients'scores on selGreport
sunptom inventories. How, in the face of such pressures, carl you ensure coherence in
vour model and philosophy of practice?
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There are no simple answers to these questions, which can create particular te=
sions during the early stage of your career when you are encounterlng a range

supervisors and lecturers who may have very different views and approaches'

of this we would encourage you to engage in explicit and ongoing conversations

your training organizations and supervisors so you are clear about what is expected

your practice and your written work in relation to the use of formulation'

HOW TO CONSTRUCT USEFUL FORMULATIONS

Assuming that the concept of formulation is a valid and useful one, let us now

sider the question of what makes a good formulation.
So far, we have established a number of important principles relating to what

might consider the'art'of formulation. Beyond these general principles it is,

difficult to give any definitive explanation of what a good formulation 'looks

because each will differ according to the nature ofyour core theoretical approach

the context in which you are offering your services.Therapists working within
ent therapeutic traditions will formulate the same rnaterial very differently,

on different aspects of the client's story and collecting different types of data to

out di{Ierent types of 'hypothesis'. Consider the exarnple of a client presenting

depression. We might anticipate that a psychodynamic therapist would look

connection between the clientt er'perience of depression and unresolved

chic conflicts and impulses that are currently inaccessible to conscious

Working from this perspective, a therapist might develop a formulation which

on how the client has attempted to defend themselves against painful, repressed

ings or impulses, what the nature of these feelings might be and how the

'syrnptoms'of depression might represent a breakdown of their defences'

In contrast, based on a belief that every individual has the inner

needed for growth, a person-centred therapist might focus on how the

client was unduly burdened by conditions ofworth which inhibited the

and manifestation of the authentic self. The therapist might hypothesize

client had been denied the optimal conditions for growth (that is, acceptance

positive regard), or that these conditions had been made contingent upon

ing certain standards or behaving in certain ways. Consequently, a

therapist would be interested in how the client had internalized specific c

of worth and how those conditions might be distorting their experience

world, causing them to lose sight of their own authentic experience and

tendency towards growth.
A cognitive therapist, in contrast, would be more likely to develop a

that emphasized how aspects of the ciientt cognition were mediating emotional

rience and behaviour, seeking links between negative moods and negative

in the form of thoughts or images. A therapist working within this model would

likely to hypothesize how the clientt depression was associated with a distinct

nitive profile relating to both the content and process of thinking' Specifically,
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Developing skills in formulation

.-.::apist nright begin to formulate links between the client's experience of depression,

.. '-referential, negative thinking and the selective processing of information in ways
'--,.: reflect a negative bias towards the self, the world and the future (Beck et a1.,1.979).
-- --ontrast to psychodyrranric ways of workirrg, which would focus on material that is
-:r:-ssed from conscious awareness, and person-centred approaches, which focus on
, . Jeleterious eft^ects of conditions of worth, the cognitive therapist would formulate

'i' the client is processing information to construct their own realiq, and to look for
:.:rtive autonutic thoughts and images derived fiorn nrore latent cognitive structtlres.

Core therapeutic approach is not the only r,vay in which therapists might differ-
: ::r11y approach the task of formulation. A further factor to consider is how your
.:::rulations might vary according to the client (or clients) with r,vhom you are

, -:iing, as well as the context in which you are offering your services. For example,

:: approach to formulation will be very different when working with a high-
--:..-rioning adult client who is experiencing a difficulry for the first time, frorn when

: are working with a chiid whose behaviour is provoking condenrnation from
r .--:'ilts or teachers.The former might lead you towards formulating prirnarily around
. -:s relating to the individual, the latter towards a more systenric focus. Similarly,
: '. -ru are on a placement in a service which specializes in psychoanalyic psycho-

-'-::rp)', how you approach the task of formulating will differ from ifyou are working
. , itaffcounselling service.

,\ further issue to consider is what exactly you are r.vishing to formulate.

= ::nulations can vary from a hypothesis about the interaction between thoughts and

::-rngs to those informed by an in-depth assessment of developmental history, or
- .::rs relating to aspects of the interpersonal process taking place within an individ-
*- :herapy session.You may wish to formulate a particular incident (for example, the
:- iir'rs which led a client to relapse into alcohol rnisuse after a period of sustained

:- :ress) or how a clientt lifelong history of difficulties in intimate relationships is

:j !i3d to a disrupted attachment history with a primary carep;iver during childhood.
fhis range of possible stories is part of what nrakes our work so rich and fasci-

:--:::q but for the trainee it can lead to a potentially bewildering array of narratives.
'-)-lnring that your approach to formulation is not dictated by the service in which

'. tind yourself, how do you know which approach to use? How do you know if
- lave'got it right'?
There is an emergingliterature looking at the reliabiliry and validity of formula-

: 'r. (see Bieling and Kuyken,2003; Luborsky and Crits-Christoph, 1998) which has

.: : torential to inforrn our understanding of the ways in which different approaches
' :rt achieve their beneficial eflects. However, as a general rule, we wouid advise

--:.:rst attempting to evaluate forrnulations in terms of their 'correctness'. This is
:.-.-r'because ve can never conclude that just because an outcome in therapy is posi-
-- :. lhe thinking behind it was'correct'and also because the same circunstances can

-- - ,i's be viewed from multiple perspectives.

,: u,e adopt the view that we are aiming for a useful rather ttran a correct formula-
: ::. then it becomes possible to identify sorne general principles that are irnportant

--old in mind when trying to construct helpful formulations for our work with
,::ris.These are as follows:
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1". As described previously, you first need to decide what exactly you are wishirgb
formulate. Are you wishing to construct a narrative of the client's life-story (G
often occurs with clients with long-standing difficulties) or a single, recent errertP
What is your thinking behind your decision? How does your thinking relate I
what is being asked of you and how you propose to use the information whih
your form ulation provides?

2. You also need to understand the context in which your formulation is being da*
oped. Are you co{onstructing a formulation in the context of a specialist senil
(such as one that offers long-term psychoanalytic psychotherapy to adult
or one which aids care planning involving multiple, potential clients (for exa

to aid sentencing of a client with a history of sexual violence towards
people where both the legal system and child protection team are seeking
ance)? You must also be clear about the purposes for which the info
you give in your formulation could be used by others. ln what ways, for exa

could it be used to label the client, explicitly or implicitly? Whose
are being tested and whose needs is the testing of those particular
designed to serve?

3. You also need to decide on the main issues of which you need to take
in order to work effectively with a client. What and whose stories need 'o
included? What will you exclude and why? Should your formulation draw on
rial relating solely to the individual client or would it be more helpfulto
a formulation that takes account of patterns of relating between different
members?

4. Holding in mind your responses to the previous questions, you will need to
sider which theories and models might help you make sense of why a
is experiencing a particular difficulty in this way at this time. How do
approaches advance your understanding? How does formulating through the
of one model influence your understanding of the clinical material
you, for better or worse?

5. You also need to ensure that your theoretically-driven account has clear
tions for the therapeutic approach or style of intervention you offer. Any

orientation will favour certain methods over others and so you should
introducing conflicting approaches drawn from incompatible theories. For
ple, questions might be raised if you coconstructed a formulation of a
ritualistic behaviours within a behavioural model and then devised an actin
focused on working with intrapsychic conflicts!

6. Your formulation should display an internal consistency between
theory and action. You will need to ask yourself if there is a coherent
running through your understanding and intervention that reflects the
of a well-thought-through formulation. Could you articulate this to a third
if you were required to do so?

7. Finally, your formulation must make sense to the client, as it is to form tle
of your work together. Conversely, if you have chosen not to share
formulation with a client, then you need to be clear about why. (For

client's account of their childhood coupled with their current difficulties.
style of coping and your knowledge of the literature might lead you to
that they experienced early sexual abuse. However, the client's anxieB
coming to see you and experience of others as 'intrusive' might lead you b
sharing this hypothesis until greater trust has been established.)
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A GENERIC FRAMEWORK FOR APPROACHING
THE TASK OF FORMULATION

'We now describe a generic approach to formulation that we oft-er as one of several

ways through which you can refine your abiliry to construct psychological explana-

tions with your clients.This generic approach focuses on three domains, which are:

(1) the Purpose of your work; (2) the Perspectives that inforrn it; and (3) the Process

vou will use to carry it out.These are outlined below (see also Lane and Corrie,2006;

Corrie and Lane,2010).

Purpose

It is essential to be clear about the fundamental purpose of your formulation. The

shape that your work subsequently takes follows from here' Therefore, the starting

point on the shared journey between you and your client begins as you define the

prlrpose of your work together.This gives rise to the following questions:

o What are you setting out to achieve (in terms of results, processes of change,

relationship, or type of journey)?
o What is your client defining as their purpose in engaging in this encounter with

you? What do you do to make it possible for the client to tell their story, and to

feel heard and understood?
o What type of client purpose is best served by your offer and service context?
o What are the boundaries or limits to the purpose of the work that would lead you

to decline to offer a client a service or to refer them elsewhere?
o How does your definition of yourself as a therapist inform your approach to

formulation and, indeed, the purpose of your work with the client?

Perspective

In defining the Purpose of your forrnulation, you also need to be able to define your

r,alues, be1ie6, prior knowledge and preferred therapeutic approach, as well as the

personal, interpersonal and systemic models that inform your work (and those of
the service in which you see clients).Your clients likewise bring perspectives which

nlust be given equal consideration in the enquiry that follows' Engaging with these

perspectives gives rise to questions such as:

o On what sort of journey are you and your client engaged (for example, a 'doing'

or'being' approach)?
o What are the values, beliefs, knowled$e and competences that you each bring

to the encounter?
o How do you ensure that the client is able to explore and accommodate their

values, beliefs, knowledge and competence within the encounter? How do you

achieve a consistency between your and your client's perspectives?
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Process

Once you have defined the Purpose ofyour work and the Perspectives that

it, you are in a stronger position to structure a process for the work that is to

Without the purpose and perspective defined, the process becomes an eclectic mix

techniques that is disconnected from a psychologically-informed approach to

making.The delivery of therapeutic techniques can be effective but we would

that this does not represent skilled therapeutic practice because the essence

client as a unique individual is absent, as is the psychological investigation

to determine what is happening in the client's liG that leads them to the poinr

change.The key question is therefore what Process (including any method or tooD

necessary to ensure that the Purpose is met within the constraints of the

available to us?

CASE EXAMPLE: TWO DIFFERENT APPROACHES

TO FORMULATION, INFORMED BY THE PURPOSE,

PERSPECTIVE AND PROCESS FRAMEWORK

In this section, we present a case study of a (fictitious) client who presents \\-rc

depression. We then provide two possible formulations that differ as a function or-

the underlying therapeutic approach taken. It is important to emphasize that neither

example is offered as right or wrong. Rather, we recommend that as you read through

the client's story and reflect on the formulations presented, you consider what mighr

be the strengths and limits of each.

ALISON'S STORY: A CASE STUDY

Alison goes to see her GP because she 'has not been feeling right lately and

her husband has told her that she needs to sort herself out'. in her mid-30s,

Alison works as a nursing assistant during the day and brings in extra money by

working as a cleaner for three evenings a week. She married Darren at the age

of 18 (he was 19) when she discovered she was pregnant. Her GP knows from
previous consultations that their marriage is turbulent- Alison and Darren have

three children, a son aged L7 and two daughters age 15 and L2. Their son has

recently left home to live with his $irlfriend and they are expecting a baby in six

months'time.
Alison tells her GP that she is troubled by feelings of hopelessness, episodes

of tearfulness and feeling pernianently exhausted. She says she hasn't slept well

for months and attributes this to worries about her youngest daughter who has

started self-harming. Her husLrand is particularly concerned about the amount of

time that Alison seems to be spending in bed.

When asked by her GP if she is suicidal, she says she wouldn't kill herself

because '...it's cowardly and lwouldn't want my children to have to live with this',

but at times she wis
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but at times she wishes she could die and has been collecting paracetamol 'just
in case lchange my mind'. Alison, at her GP's request, completes a self-report
inventory and is diagnosed as suffering from depression. Her GP's attempts to
get her to consider taking medication fail ('l knew someone who went on them
and became addicted'), but she is prepared to consider 'counselling'. Her GP

rnakes the referral.

Scenario 1: Formulation using a cognitive
behavioural approach

.\hson's ditlculties are consistent with a diagnosis ofdepression (Ametican Psychiatric

-\ssociation, 2013). It is possible, therefore, to make sense of her diflculties using a dis-

crder-specific approach and here we draw upon cognitive-behavioural therapy given

:he evidence-base supporting this intervention for depression (e.g.Hollon, Stewart

.nd Strunk, 2006; Hollon, Thase and Markowitz, 2002).

At her first meeting,Alison describes a range of current challenges that could be

--onceptualized as precipitating events, including her son leaving honre, the pend-
:rg arrival of her first grandchild, and her worries about her younger daughter,
....-ho is selGharming. The difficulties in Alison's marriage appear to represent a

-ong-term stressor but are escalating in the context of Alison's depressive sylnp-
:oms (including her retiring to her bed) and her husband's apparent belief that

-\lisoni difficulties are something that she should be able to'sort out'. Her hus-

:and, she tells us, is becoming more critical and undermining of her and she is

'...'orried by how much he has started to remind her of her father, who throughout
-\lison's childhood would yell at her and tell her she was'useless' and'nothing',
.'pecially after he had been drinking.

As Alison tells us more of her story we learn that she experiences the departure

: j her son from the family home as a significant loss and rnisses him dreadfully. She

,' also anxious about him becorning a father so early in his relationship with his

::rifriend and at such a young age. She attributes her 12-year-old daughtert self-

.-:rming to her own inadequacies as a mother ('I have been a bad mother and this is

.'n- she self-harrns';'The fights she has seen between her father and I have made her
,:n unhappy') and regards her ditTiculties as a sign of personal failing ('l should pull
,,r-self together';'I have these problems because I am weak';'I have failed as a wife
.:rJ mother so I deserve to be punished').Alison also describes problematic cogni-
.-.rns about her life and the future, believing that,'My life is a mess';'Everything is

::rEcult';'I'11 never get better'and'Things will never change'.These thoughts tend to
:::qger her suicidal ideation.

Alison's story is punctuated by negative cognitions relating to herself, her liG

"nd her future, which are rypical of clients experiencing depression. She also sees

-:erself and her life in quite over-general and dichotomous ways, using labels to
:escribe herself (such as'weak') that fail to account for the entirety of her life and

:er streng;ths and resources as well as the challenges she faces.This tendency to'zone in'
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on her perceived deficits can be understood as occurring through biases in horv sbe

is processing information, which in turn increase her distress.

There are times, however, when Alison's mood improves. She explains that at s-ort
she feels capable, enjoys the company ofothers, and feels appreciated and resourcefrrl
Her depressive sryle of thinking is more rypically activated when she is at home aod
it is here that she becomes particularly depressed.

When Alison feels particularly low she withdraws to her bed - the only placc
where her husband'leaves her alone'and where she feels safe. However, while m.

bed, she ruminates on how bad her life is. She eventually 'dozes off'but rvhes
she sleeps in the day, she struggles to sleep at night and typically lies awake rumr-
nating. As Alison's difliculties increase, she finds it more difiicult to get out
bed and has started taking sick days from work.This prevents her from accessrntg

one of the currently few positive experiences in her life and puts a further srra@

on her rnarriage.
Alison's purpose in engaging with therapy is one of wanting to change

life but not knowing how. She also wants to understand more about whv
is experiencing these problems. Although her circumstances are complex.
would recommend that Alison does not tackle major life issues until her
has lifted and she has begun to modify some of the unhelpful patterns of
ing and behaving that are potentially implicated in her low mood and sensc

hopelessness.This way, when she comes to make any decisions about her
(including the future of her marriage) she is able to do so from a position
psychological strength.

Working in a disorder-specific way, we can help Alison consider how
episodes of low rnood rnight be understood as a series of interrelated
events (feelings and thoughts) combined with responses (e.g. attempts at
as illustrated in Figure 15.1.

This formulation gave Alison a new way of understanding her
including that: (1) depression is a well-documented'real' problem and not a
of personal weakness; (2) specific distressing episodes can be deconstructed
different elements (thoughts, feelings, and behaviours) that serve to maintain
depression; and (3) that change is possible. These perspectives on her
enable us to define a purpose that is concerned with providing a route to
Additionally, they lead us towards a process that entails equipping her with
tive problem-solving skills to address specific challenges, increasing activities
afford opportunities for mastery and pleasure and addressing the problematic
nitions and cognitive biases that appear implicated in her distress (including
of the core beliefs developed early in her life that may have rendered her
able to developing depression).We are aware that as she works on her ,

other areas of her life will come to the fore and require our attention
as a starting point, using this approach to understand that episodes of low
are not random events and that, with help, time and practice, she can take
control of different aspects of her life gives Alison a sense of hope that
might be possible.
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Early experience'. Denigration at the hands of her father

Critical incidents: Ihe '/oss' of her son as he /eaves home and her worries about his
woming a father; her daughter's self-harming behaviour; her husband's negative reactions

to Alison's depression in the context of a long-term troubled relationship

Self
am weak, useless, nothing; l'm inadequate; I have failed as a wife and mother; I should pull

myself together; I deserve to be punished

. Contentr themes of loss, self-devaluation and hopelessness pervade Alison's self-told
story and thinking style (the cognitive triad)

. Process: pervasive perceptual (selectively noticing difficulties and perceived'failures')
and interpretative biases (including dichotomous/'all-or-nothing'thinking and labelling); a
ruminative response style and an inability to problem-solve her situation at home

o Cognitive vulnerability: environmental activation of negative beliefs about herself
brmed in childhood

o Behavioursr/attempte at copingi retreating to bed, taking time away from work
. Resourcesr beliefs about hercelf as capable and resourceful (at work); work-based relationships

+

+
Negative cognitions (cognitive triad)

World/others
My life is a mess

Everything is difficult

Future
l'll never get better

Things will never change

Developing skills in formulation

15.1 An initial formulation of Alison's deprcssion drawing on a cognitive-behavioural

Scenario 2: Formulation using a nalrative approach

;, ,:le it would be possible to adopt a disorder-specific approach with Alison (she

::',.-ribes characteristics that are consistent witli thi$, given her relationship with
--.: husband, issues with her children and her holding trvo jobs, her story appears to
: ,,-orl1pass a cornplex set of interrelating factors. Irr scenario 2, therefore, rather thaI1
' --.rs on the diagnostic indicators, we turn to her story.

-\r her first meeting, Alison is encouraged to tell her story in whatever r.vay rnakes

c:;e tbr her.The concern here is with the fullness of her account and how rich she is able
' ::uke her story rather than with narrow indicators of disorder (Corrie and Lane,2010).

':. re1ls a story of a rnarriage that has been unsatisfactory for years and in which she has

-:.: iurder-valued and undermined, although concern for her children, along with her
-:iilous conviction have prevented her ftom leaving.As such, she sees herselfas having
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rnade a sacrifice for their benefit.Whde there are clear trigSg;ers leading to 1ow mood. sh:

states that feelingp of depression are not her main concern. Her refusal to use medicano:-

was not solely due to a concern about addiction but also a view that tablets would simpi't

push her concerns aside. She reports feeling guilty about her daughter! sellharm, u,luci
she believes is her fault because she did not assert herself in her marriage, saw that h*
daughter felt undennined and heipless, and believed self-harnring was a'way out'.

Having two jobs, she explains, is less focused on earning Inoney than it is a s'a-;

of getting out of the house and into environnrents where she experiences herseh- *
doing something worthwhile. However, she fbels guilty because she fears that he:

absence from home might be exacerbating difEculties for her 12-year-old daughte:

Alisoni formulation of her situation is that she has tolerated a bad marriage tc:
the sake of the children but now realizes that this has been to their detriment. \c,:
providing a strong role rnodel of how to deal with an undermining husband has. s::
believes, provided a poor example to the chiidren. She feels that she has used h.:
religious beliefs as an excuse'for inaction and feels guilry and asharned.Although sit
sees herself as a conlpetent person at work and feels able to handle challenging reL-
tionships there, she believes she has'crumpled'under the pressure at home.Alison ses

herself as deserving of her depression.

This is Alisont own account, so what rnight we usefully add? Of course, the i:'si
task is to be an appreciative audience asAlison tells her story.'We cannot overestinu::
just how much value people find in being fully heard, often for the first time. B=
rvhat else in her story rnight we enable her to articulate?

ALison is stating what she thinks she has done wrong but is not clear about :-
purpose in seeking help. She has stated that part of the reason for refusing medi;"a-

tion is to have her concerns heard but what is it that she wants to achieve thro"i
engaging with therapy now? As we explore this with her, she te11s a story of feel'-g
that she needs to change but does not know how. She speaks of a wish to reach ou: :.:

her children but fears that they will reject her attempts to do so. She does not belir"t
that her husband will change but she does want to'stand up to hirn'. Here, rr'e *:
Alison start to consider how she might re-author her story to be more proacti\-e. S:

we might seek to define the purpose of the work as helping her listen to and talk rr:j!
her children in a way that enables them to tell her how they Gel about their situao"'':

Once she has heard thenr, she rnight be able to define an additional purpose in te:-
of asserting herself with her husband. She has been able to identify some strength= =
her ability to be competent at work) that might be utilized for this purpose.

.We 
can, therefore, supportAlison in starting to define her purpose..W'e can also ob.e-r

in her account the perspectives she is using to interpret her position, including the na:--
tive of her as the author of her own failure and an attribution of cause - internal: her tllr
and stable: unchanging.The combination of internal and stable elements in attribuuc
theory c:rr lead to depression. However, she can also identify other possible scenarios: =e
is, there are parts of her story that are alluded to but not flrlly explored.These alterru::"'t

narratives couldbe the basis of re-authoring her account so that she can become a.-:::.e

competent and responsible for her own liG and that of her children.
Given the way she tells her storya narrative approach might prove helpful in enab=lc

Alison to conceptualize her account and seek a process that is fit for purpose. He-,::
tentatively, the idea ola narrative approach is suggested to her. It is e>.plained that hot' .t
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:'. ". ..'rout and author the account of our lives irnpacts how we live through our daily
' . :::.r1t of it. In living according to the script we have created, we tend to lose sight

--.=: possible narratives (such as that ofAlison as conlpetent at work). In considering
:-:ron believes that it would represent a useful way of revisiting her situation. Hence

- .', : a revised forrnulation as illustrated in Box 15. i .

BOX 15.1 ALISON'S OWN REVISED FORMULATION,
DRAWING ON A NARRATIVE APPROACH

*ant to change the way I hear and talk to my children so that they can feel
:r'Trpetent to dealwith the problems they are facing (my purpose). I recognize that
-ave in the past seen myself as incompetent to deal with my husband, who has

-noermined me and the children. I have taken responsibility for this and blamed
-1self, believing that I had no alternative and did not have the skills to change
: s. I can see that in other areas of my life I am competent and deal with conflict
ne . I have neglected this part of my story (my perspective). I now want to look at
:cse parts of life in which I am competent to see if I can use what I have learnt
:rc apply it to my life at home. I want to use my skills in hearing varied points of
r,p.l dt work, finding ways to bring people together, to help my children express
:e,r thoughts and feelings without being undermined. Once I have done this I

rent to apply the same lessons to myself and be clear with my husband about
-s* I want to see our life together (or if necessary with a degree of separation) so
:e1i ours is a family in which we all can feel heard and appreciated (my process).'

',. :-: new formulation gives her a goal to work towards, a way of conceptuaiizing
'' : . ,::ney towards it and a process for getting there. Of course, a narrative forrnula-
' - .: not a fixed end point; rather, it is one point on a journey.The fornrulation will

:: :!) be revisited and revised throughout the process of therapy. Frour a narrative
" *::.-tive,it is the fonlulation that the client creates for thernselves that ultimately

::es the new'script'for their life.

Some additional thoughts and recommendations

- :. examples of fonnulation outlined above are otTered as different approaches
-::,-..i than as exemplars.What (we hope) emerges from thern is that rneanings are

---:c'ated with our clients through the stories we tell. Our formulations represent
: --. of a mutual search for understanding through our dialogue about problems and
'.' 

=:: possible solutions. In this sense, formulation is less a task that gets 'done'before
' : 

= 
'real' therapy begins, but part of an ongoing process of exploration and discovery.
Ii is hardly contentious to su[€est that our models oftherapy are insuficient to caprure

-: clients'experiences in their entirety. Howeveq we do need to consider how much
- -..rnration we need to start working with our clients in a meaningful way. Rather

---j:l concerning ourselves exclusively with the content of our formulations (including
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issues of reliabiiity or validiry), we should perhaps ainr to cornbine content with clo*r
attention to process; that is, hotu we arrive at one particular formulation over anothr_
and the skills needed to construct it.This is important because if we are too wedded :c
a particular theory too early in the process, or confuse a theory with realiry as exper:-
enced by another, we can rnistake the map for the territory. Over-attachment to ar
formulation, however carefully constructed, would seenl to be problematic.After all:
nray have to be discarded when ne'uv inforrnation or narratives enterge.

Perhaps it is rnost helpful to conceptualize formulation as a framework rvhi=
enables therapists to organize their thinking about what rnight be helpful and u-h*-
based on an inevitably incomplete understanding ofthe client's experience.An integ:z-
part of this process is being able to articulate these frameworks so they can be reflecre:
upon, examined and, where necessaryl revised. Seen frorn this broader perspective. to:-
muiation is less concerned with attempting to'explain'a psychological issue from o.,*
theoretical perspective or another, and rnore organized around encouraging a capac-
for creative thinking that is psychologically-informed rather than theoretically-drir-c_
at least in the early stages. Theory is cornbined with creative thinking rather th;:
imposed upon it, with the formulation representing a story that is elaborated throu::
gradually adding layers oftheoretical constructs that can be examined for their imphc;-
tions. Irnportant questions then become:what is the value of locating a given proble-
within an irrdividual as opposed to locatirrg it within a social or political explanano.:
Does this formulation nlove us closer or further away from where the client want-i ::
be? By avoiding the temptation to formulate within a specific nrodel from the ourss
we lrray be protected, to a degree, frorn an exploratory foreclosure that could indee:
lead to our imposing our own worldview upon the client.

It rr. ay, of course, be acceptable for the nature of the problem to emerge over ru:.,.
providing certain foundations are in place (for example, a decision is made that a ps,vchc-
logical intervention is preferable to a medical one or that the client is willing and able :c
explore their issue within a therapeutic frarnework). Being able to articulate these chor--t
points and to recogrize the advantages and disadvantages ofchoosing one approach ore
another is, perhaps, the critical issue. As we lnove &om working with individual clie;:E
to working with groups and even organizations these narratives may become broajs
still.Yet the process of creating a'shared concern'that can forrn the basis of a joume-"
of exploration enables the possibility of a cooperative enterprise between therapist ar,:
client in which each party contributes their own worldviews as'erpertise'.

Embedded rvithin your approach to formulation rl,ill, of course, be the medu:-
ing influence of the policies of your professional bodv, employing organizations a:::
training course, as well as the assumption that the skills of a therapist might be useil
in a particular instance. In view of having to negotiate these multiple expectarions e
a trainee, we would advise the following:

7. Clarifu what is expected of you by your training scheme in relation to producirt!
formulations. Familiarize yourself with any formal guidelines in your course hars
books and ask for explicit guidance from your tutors if you are unclear.

2. While you are training, and if your course permits, it can be useful to practise foF
mulating the same client from different theoretical perspectives. This helps yul
consider clients' needs from new vantage points. Over time, this can also enabE
you to develop your core theoretical approach and own philosophy of practice.
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: ' you are preparing for accreditation, check the official guidelines of the relevant
lofessional body.

- -alk to your supervisors about their expectations, both in relation to your learning
-eeds and the service in which you are seeing clients. How would they incorpo-
'ate the notion of formulation in their work? How do they define this and what do
::ey expect of you in terms of your clinical thinking and report writing?

i ' possible, access examples of formulations developed by your supervisor, so

.,ou can develop a sense of their style and approach.
: 'ry to obtain examples of formulations by trainees from previous years (often

:ontained within case reports). Successfully completed course work will give you

rvaluable guidance on the kinds of formulations you should be producing.
- \lake a point of accessing published case studies in the form of journal articles.

-rese provide useful information on how experienced therapists approach the
:ask of formulation within their particular therapeutic approach.

CONCLUSION

' :-:r. chapter we have sought to convey our view that there is no single, correct way

.::roach the task of formulation.We would certainly argue that issues of accuracy

-:- :-.\'er be prioritized over engagement and usefulness.A formulation is simply one
- ::lr1y different stories or narratives about a client's problems.

-:r essence, we see formulation as the construction of a learning journey that takes

" :on1 r.vhere we are now to where we want to be. Norretheless, like any journey we

---. :ln-ays decide to change direction.We construct, deconstruct and reconstruct the

r-.rr:!1\-e as we go along and our clients do the sarne.

Io tbrrnulate wel1, and in presenting the case lor a broad-based approach to for-
- j.lon, rve believe that each of the processes we use at each stage of a psycirological
*:-j1ry needs to be defined, or at least be capable of definition.With this in mind,
, . -'rter the following questions as a useful aid lor ongoing refinernent of your skills

:: :l::s area (see Box 15.2).

BOX 15.2 QUESTIONS TO HELP YOU REFINE YOUR
FORMULATION SKILLS

How have you attempted to make sense of the issues with which your
client is presenting? What are the purposes and perspectives you and the
client bring to this task?
What do you need to formulate? ln the context of a given piece of work with
a client, will it be most helpful to hypothesize about a particular incident
in the present or devise a more comprehensive 'map' that includes the
impact of the client's early developmental history?
What is your client's implicit formulation of their difficulties and needs?
How has the client's perspective influenced the content and process of
your own formulation?

(Continued)
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(Continued)

Does your formulation capture the 'essence' of the presenting issue/s and
resonate with the client as being 'true' of them? Would it make sense to
others involved in the client's care?
As one of several possible narratives, how might your formulation enable
and constrain your work with the client? ln what ways might it empower and
disempower your client?
How does your formulation determine: (1) your understanding of the pro
cess of change and the means used to achieve it; (2) how you define what
would represent a 'good' outcome; and (3) how new information is int+
grated into an existing intervention plan?
How will you know if your existing formulation needs revising?

However we approach the task ofmaking sense of psychological puzzles,we should he
able to answer the above questions for ourselves and not be afraid to enter into a du-
logue about them with our clients. Being able to articulate these choice points and rc
recognize the advantages and disadvantages of choosing one approach to formulancc
over another is what ultimately enables us to tailor psychologicai theory to the ne*j.*
of those who seek out our services.As Stacey (1992) observed, the key to success Lis lr
the creative endeavour of making new maps, not by imitating the maps of those rrhc
have gone before us.We wish you success in co-constructing informative, useful :ll
empowering maps with your clients.
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